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1 Abstract
Social media is a rich source of user behavior and opinions. Twitter senses nearly 500
million tweets per day from 328 million users.An appropriate machine learning pipeline
over this information enables up-to-date and cost-effective data collection for a wide variety
of domains such as; social science, public health, the wisdom of the crowd, etc. In many
of the domains, users demographic information is key to the identification of segments of
the populations being studied. For instance, Which age groups are observed to abuse which
drugs?, Which ethnicities are most affected by depression per location?. Twitter in its
current state does not require users to provide any demographic information. We propose
to create a machine learning system coupled with the DBpedia graph that predicts the most
probable age of the Twitter user. In our process to build an age prediction model using
social media text and user meta-data, we explore the existing state of the art approaches.
Detailing our data collection, feature engineering cycle, model selection and evaluation
pipeline, we will exhibit the efficacy of our approach by comparing with the ”predict mean”
age estimator baseline.
Keywords: Semantics, Linear and Non-Linear Machine Learning, User profiles, Twitter
Influencers, Network Analysis, DBpedia, Error-bound Precision.
2 Introduction
Twitter has been an active social event sensing platform for healthcare[16], NFL sports[17],
situational awareness[18], consumer behavior[19], political transition[20], etc. Twitter users
have been centric to these application scenarios for deriving an intuitive explanation of
an event. Understanding the behavior of Twitter users through their likes, comments,
and retweets assists data scientists to provide a framework for content personalization.
Personalization of content in terms of music, movies, artists, product, news, medicine,
therapy, etc. will assist the user to acquire suitable information and build an individualized
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friend-follower network. Moreover, content personalization for Twitter users based on their
social activities has seen increased adhesion in many web-based companies (e.g. Youtube,
Amazon, eBay). Personalization has seen its rise over the past five years, which has directed
Twitter users to align their Twitter profile’s content with their interest. In the recent past,
Apple and Amazon research has seen a lot of interventions in Human Factors, which deals
with understanding consumer behavior and predict customer retention. Past state of the art
approaches to personalization fail to incorporate age in assessing consumer/customer/user
trends. To better understand user interest, it is essential to segment the population using
demographic information. For instance, Who listens to Ray Charles?. We seek to take the
support of Twitter users’ content personalization activity along with their build-up friend
network to provide an estimate of their age. Our task of age prediction concerns those users
whose profiles lack age description.
Our key contributions are as follows: (1) We define a strategic pipeline of data collection,
preprocessing, feature engineering, and model selection for developing a system for age
estimation. (2.) We provide a one-hop depth-first search strategy for enriching the count of
popular Twitter user profiles. (3.) We demonstrate our feature engineering process based
on the interest of users and DBpedia categories. We aim to sneak away from traditional
survey/interview-based approach for prediction of user demographics. (4.) We experiment
our age estimation approach over a sample of 23,120 twitter users with extensive evaluation
using cross-validation.
3 Related Work
3.1 Age estimation as a prediction problem
Web-based personalization of users based on their buying and browsing patterns have been
unraveled with machine learning and human factors research[19]. Surveys and interviews
have been a great source of providing personalization by identifying the demographics of
the user, such as with Amazon Mechanical Turk [21]. These approaches, though productive,
lack scalability, considering the number of weblogs generated each day on various web-based
platforms. The question on scalability lies in the involvement of humans to provide manual
labeling of each user’s demographics (age, gender, and location)[4]. Recently, a Twitter
platform has diverted the interest of the user based on the Tweets of their followers. One
can observe that the user’s interest is majorly affected by the Tweets of their followers
on Twitter, Facebook, and Youtube [1]. Due to an increased amount of weblogs from
the customer base, mean of the aggregated sum of user’s followee network [2] have been
employed as an approach for age prediction. Moreover, the demographics of the user can
be predicted using their web browsing behavior [2] using a probabilistic machine learning.
These approaches lack two important facts; first, the user follows that user who share some
interest among each other. Interest can be occupation, music, movies, popular person etc.
Secondly, studying the browsing pattern of a user alone is vague and random. A recursive
and relative study of similarity between the browsing pattern of two users can provide a
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precise intuition of a user’s demographics. Furthermore, human age prediction has been
seen from a series of images, where over the year there is a change in the image pixels. In [3],
a probabilistic model has been trained for age estimation using the multimedia content. The
approach fails to gather practicality in the real world because of 2 reasons; first, it requires a
large number of training samples. Second, it does not take into account the current interest
of the user. As with the change of age, the interest of the person changes [12]. There has
been a consideration of the fact that age prediction is a hard problem[6] from the perspective
of text analysis. This is because a male user following female users tends to write tweets
using female linguistic styles. In our approach, we see this problem from the perspective of
overlapping interest between a user (whose age is to be predicted) and another user (whose
age is known). Considering the age estimation problem as a linear regression problem
is another approach detailed in [8]. This approach has experimented with blogs/forums,
and conversational logs. The supervised feature set generated is influenced by linguistic
styles (e.g. POS tagging, Grammars). These features are a shallow representation of user’s
demographics and tend to generate high mean absolute errors. One of our key contributions
is in defining a prudent feature engineering process for efficient learning of our model.
3.2 Age estimation as a classification problem
Age prediction has been considered as a classification problem in order to handle the dynam-
icity in social media platforms. In [5], the age attribute is considered as a latent attribute
of a Twitter user, and models it as an SVM based classification problem. The World Health
Organization (WHO) provides a set of age groups predominant in the United States [13].
Range-based classification (range is analogous to age groups) of Twitter user’s demograph-
ics is not representative of one’s age and fails to achieve precision in determining one’s age.
For instance, under the age group of 17-30, two persons whose ages are 18 and 28 fall into
the same cluster. As a result, a personalized recommendation system built over this system
will fail to provide apt judgment. An enhancement of the previous approach is to create a
finely grained annotation to assign ages to users[6]. This annotated data is used to train
a supervised model, classifying users into different age groups. After classification, other
features like life stages etc. were used for finer-grained age prediction.
3.3 Similar Work
A patent defining the procedure for the prediction of user’s age based on his/her social
network has been stated in [7]. It aims to create a social network of users, and given a user
in the network whose age is not stated, the system predicts the age utilizing demographics
of another user. This approach, though applicable, fails to provide the exact age of the
user, because a social network may not be representative of a user’s age. For instance, a
teenager showing interest in retro music will most probably be surrounded by users greater
than teenager’s age. Another instance can be political thoughts. It is very less likely that a
high school student engaging in politics and business will be linked to users of his/her age.
An improvement over this approach is to analyze the diversity in a user’s friend network to
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Figure 1: Regression based pipeline for Age Prediction. (1). Data Extraction (2). Data
Storing (3). Data Analysis (4). Data Pre-Processing (5). Machine learning Pipeline with
Hyperparameter Tuning, Model Training and Model Evalution in a Cycle with Different
models. (6). Age Prediction by the best model.
generate features influencing the user’s age.
All the past approaches to age estimation dearth in augmenting high provenance general
knowledge sources (e.g. Freebase). These knowledge sources possess categories (e.g. genres,
location, occupation, hobbies etc.) which can help in establishing the link between different
users in social media. Utilizing the content of human-curated knowledge sources and devel-
oping a strategic machine learning pipeline can provide the definite age of a user. Precise
prediction of age will assist in better understanding user interest and define a wisdom of
crowd paradigm for improving individualistic preferences.
4 Data Collection
In our data collection process, we utilized four different data sources: Twitris [24], the
Twitter REST API [25], Wikipedia, and DBpedia version 2016-10 [26].
The Twitris dataset was used as the source of users with self-reported age in their profile
description field. This set of users was further filtered by regular expressions, to keep only
the users whose age could be extracted with reasonable certainty. We then collected each of
these users’ friend IDs via the Twitter friends/ids API endpoint, where ”friend” is defined
as a user who is followed by another user. This set of users, with known, extracted age and
known friend IDs, represents what was to become the set of observations in our dataset
(N=23,120).
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To generate the background knowledge-based features for each observation in the dataset,
we first extracted the list of the top 50 most-followed Twitter users from Wikipedia [27],
along with the mapping between each user’s associated Twitter screen name and Wikipedia
page URL. We then directly translated to the users’ Wikipedia URLs the corresponding
DBpedia entity URIs. We obtained the ”fully-hydrated” user objects for each of the users
in the top 50 set using the Twitter API’s users/lookup endpoint, along with the user ob-
jects for each of those popular users’ friends, in order to expand our popular users set
to include many other potentially popular users. On this set of the top 50 users’ friends,
we used DBpedia Spotlight to link user profiles to their corresponding DBpedia entity
URIs, where applicable. To ensure the sufficient accuracy of our entity linking by DB-
pedia Spotlight, we used a relatively high confidence parameter (0.8), and we annotated
the concatenation of the name and description fields of the user objects for added con-
text to aid in DBpedia Spotlight’s disambiguation techniques. However, we considered
only annotations found within the name field of the user object. In addition to stor-
ing the rdf:type values for each linked entity, we also queried DBpedia’s Mapping-based
Literals dataset, which included the DBpedia:birthDate properties of a significant por-
tion of the entities of type DBpedia:Person. Finally, to form our final feature vectors
for each user with known age, we associated each user with his/her set of known popular
”friends”. We aggregated the counts of each rdf:type the user was following (in the DBpe-
dia namespace), along with the mean/median age and followers count of all the popular
users found in the user’s friend IDs set. In total, we observed 372 features for each user, in-
cluding friends count, followers count, popular friends count, mean friends followers count,
median friends followers count, mean friends age, median friends age, and the counts of
each DBpedia type followed by the user.
5 Data Analysis
A preliminary analysis using Kolgomorov Smirnov Statistics[11] provided a p-value of 0.04.
It suggests that we have 96% chance of predicting the age of a Twitter user close to their
age using the complete set of features. Figure 2, shows the skewness in the data. Majority
of the sample in the dataset represent users in the range [19,29]. A skewed dataset tends
to pose serious challenges when modeling the problem as a prediction problem, as opposed
to classification problem. In this section, we also provide a descriptive distribution of the
age (see table 1).
6 Experimental Staging
In this section, we will appreciate a set of experiments to validate our claim. Staging of
experiments in our approach is necessitated by the high dimension of our features. Recently
in [4], machine learning algorithms have suffered from the problem of high variance. We
specifically, detailed upon model selection, crowd-inspired classes and evaluation metric
selection (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: Skewness in the data, Bins=100
Property Statistic Value
User count 23120
mean. 23.77
std. 12.58
min. 10.00
25% 17.00
50% 50.00
75% 25.00
max 99.00
Table 1: Distribution of Age in the dataset. min. : Minimum age, max.: Maximum age,
std.: Standard Deviation, 25%: First Quartile, 50%: Median (Second Quartile), 75%: Third
Quartile.
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6.1 Model Selection
Selecting an appropriate model is critical for the correct prediction of a user’s age. Since
we approach the problem by framing it around regression, there is a need for a model that
provides precise prediction of age as opposed to classification (the true precision is hidden).
For the selection of a suitable model, we utilized cross-validation, Akaike Information Crite-
rion, Bayesian Information Criterion and model-specific hyperparameter tuning. Since our
data is skewed (see figure 2), messy, and imbalanced, there is no straight path for selecting
an apt model. Moreover, for some (non-regularized) models, we utilized mutual information
for selecting the K best features in our dataset.
6.1.1 Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
This is a criterion for model selection that is influenced by negative of the log-likelihood of
model fitness and model parameters. Though it is a relative measure which compares the
fitness of a set of models, we also used it as a guide in tuning the regularization parameter(s)
for our models (e.g. LASSO[9]).
6.2 Cross Validation
This approach prevents the model from overfitting or underfitting while learning some
pattern over the dataset. Since the knowledge-based features in our dataset have smaller
R2-score (explained later) compared to count-based, statistical features, we tend to evaluate
model fitness using the cross-validation score. Cross-validation requires tuning because of
the problem of high variance. For the evaluation of the model, we created a grid of train-test
splits for each model, including the test set sizes of {0.33, 0.25 and 0.1}.
6.3 Linear-Models
Considering the nature of our dataset, we initiated our experiments with linear models.
Linear Regression (LR) This is very naive model employed for age prediction. Linear
regression is an algorithm that attempts to find the coefficients in the equation of the best-
fit line using the features and observations in the dataset. This model is influenced by
the correlation between the target variable and a linear combination of the independent
input features. Since, in our dataset, statistical and Dbpedia features possess co-linearity,
LR approach will experience difficulty in modelling the relationship between the input and
target variables.
Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) Co-variance defines
the inter-dependence between the features in the dataset. A high-covariance feature fails
to provide a precise prediction, whereas low-covariance features work better by adding
diversification in the model. This results in more pattern learning and better returns.
LASSO is one such type of linear regression model that aims at optimizing by keeping those
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features that provide low covariance. Due to this characteristic feature of LASSO, the model
tends to overfit. In order to prevent the model from overfitting, we add a regularization
parameter[15] obtained from AIC evaluation of LASSO. We experimented with varying
regularization values: {2.0, 1.0, 0.50, 0.25,0.125 }
ElasticNet In the current state of Twitter assembly, not every Twitter user has an ex-
tremely large follower count. Backpropagating to non-popular Twitter user from a popular
Twitter user profile, generates sparse feature vectors. Such data fails to support variable
selection in LASSO and Linear Regression, thus suffering from poor curve fitting. With
this assumption, we realize the age prediction problem using ElasticNet. This linear model
handles sparsity in the data with l1 penalization [28] and grouped variable selection (cal-
culates collinearity between features). In our approach, we used ElasticNet in its vanilla
states and compared it with the other linear models.
Support Vector Regression In the field of machine learning, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) have been important in various classification tasks, such as drug-abuse population
categorization, depression symptom classification, text classification, etc. Appreciating its
robust performance in classification due to its ability to be modeled as linear (Linear Kernel)
to non-linear (Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel), we intend to apply its regression type
modeling to age prediction. In relation to linear function based regression, we tend to state
Linear Kernel Support Vector Regressor (SVR) in this section. SVR identifies non-linearity
in the data (low-variance, diversification) and provides a prediction model using features
that constitute the non-linearity set. By default, SVR places an epsilon threshold over
residual error. As long as the error is less than , it is neglected and model learning is not
penalized.
6.4 Non-Linear Models
Real world generation of data makes identification of distributional semantics of its feature
values impossible[10]. For the realization of representation space of the model, we com-
pared the efficacy of regression between SVR with a linear kernel versus a Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel. These are Gaussian functions, that transform Cartesian coordinate
to Gaussian space, so as to visualize non-linearity. The polynomial kernel is another such
kernel in SVR that transforms to the quadratic plane. We were interested in using this
model because of the presence of non-linearity in data and high dimensional feature set.
Hence, a radial basis kernel tries to map non-linear feature to high-dimensional space with
an intuition that the features show linearity in the Gaussian space.
6.5 Interactional Feature Scaling
Features of the dataset are the characteristic fields that represent crowd (only if it includes
users as its samples) behavior. An important point of consideration in machine learning is
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feature scaling which entails brings all the feature values to the same range. It is counter-
intuitive when we neglect elementary mathematical relationship between the attributes
and delegate the job to the model. Attributes in the dataset that requires modification
by elementary arithmetic involving other feature(s) are termed as interactional features.
In our dataset, DBpedia features are of this kind, seeing that we represent them as the
count of a number of popular users who has a DBpedia mention. We investigate scaling of
interactional features using popular follower count and total follower count. We performed
normalization on remaining features.
6.6 Normalization and Regularization
Before, detailing more about the regularization and λ′s, we define regularization.
Regularization is a technique used to prevent the model from over-fitting by adding a
high weighted term to the objective function. There are various ways of formulating these
terms, such as , L1 (||θ||), L2 (||θ||22). We have used Frobenius norm [29] to formulate our
optimization function with regularization.
J(θ) =
Ntr∑
i=1
(h(θ)i − Yi)2 + λ
2
||θ||22 (1)
where J(θ) is the cost function, θ are the weights,
Ntr : Number of the training samples. This value changes with the cross folds ratios.
λ: this is the regularization parameter.
h(θ)i : this is the hypothesis function.
Yi : is the i
th observation of age. Regularization and feature scaling are the techniques used
to make the model reach its goal of convergence and better prediction without over-fitting
and preventing the ill-posed problem. In this experiment we varied values of λ between 0.1
and 0.0001. This variation affected the accuracy rate of the model.
Normalization : Normalization is also called as Feature Scaling. We applied Min-Max
normalization for our experiment. There are various ways for performing normalization
such as Z-transformation, Scaling to unit length, Re-scaling, and Standardization.
scaled− dataset = feature
i
j − µfeaturei
max(featurei)−min(featurei) (2)
i  { selected features from our Twitter dataset} and j  [0, length(featurei)-1]
6.7 Evaluation Metrics
We assess the efficacy of the models using four different metrics: mean absolute error,
median absolute error, R2-score and Accuracy@10. Each metric is representative of model
performance and is also influenced by the nature of the data. Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
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is defined as the averaged deviations of prediction value from the true value. MAE is
sensitive to outliers (in the target variable) as they generate high deviation. In contrast,
Median Absolute Error (MedAE) is indifferent towards outliers, as it takes the median of
the deviations. Assessing the model using both MAE and MedAE is important to define
the model performance in the presence/absence of skewed data. Moreover, the values of
these error metrics provide an approximation of the standard deviation in the prediction
error. These model evaluation measures have seen utility in classification tasks where the
prediction is more of an estimation of age-classes as opposed to precise judgment. In
order to gauge the model precision, we harness R2-score and Accuracy@10 metrics. R2-
score is also called the coefficient of determination[22]. It is a measure of closeness to the
regression line. A myth with respect to this metric is that high R2-score is always better
over low score[23]. However, its importance is appreciated along with MAE, MedAE and
Accuracy@10. Another metric for developing a sense of model’s precision is Accuracy@10.
We define Accuracy@10, as the percentage accuracy of predicted age given an error window
of ±10. For instance, a user of age 20, its window of 10 is [10,30]. A prediction of 24 by
the model is considered as a correct prediction by this metric. In order to quantify the
model’s precise judgment, we state Accuracy@{2,5,7} (only for the model with the best
performance at Accuracy@10).
7 Results and Analysis
In this section, we discuss a series of experiments that were performed to evaluate the
efficacy and preciseness of the model based on presence and absence of interactional feature
scaling.
7.1 Analysis without Interaction Feature Scaling
Feature scaling is a part of the feature engineering process that unifies the range across all
the features in the dataset. But, the requirement of feature scaling over all features has
been debated. When we do not perform interaction feature scaling and give the model a
preprocessed data (removed outliers, missing values etc.). For this we investigated 5 linear
and 1 non-linear regressor (SVR-RBF). According to the table 2, we observed that SVR-
RBF performed well in comparison to baseline and SVR-L and LASSO model regularized at
λ = 0.25. An improvement over MAE and MedAE for the SVR-RBF and other comparable
models does not define precision of the model. An extension to the evaluation we employed
R2-score and Accuracy@10 measure. We noted two interesting findings; First, R2-score
was less for SVR-RBF. Second, Accuracy@10 for SVR-RBF was better over all the models.
We put forward SVR-RBF as the best model overall because of 2 reasons; first, Mean and
Median Absolute Errors were lowest. Second, SVR-RBF provided more precise prediction
within the range [-10,+10] of the true age.
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Model
Evaluation
MAE MedAE R2 Acc.@10
SVR-RBF 6.8 3.2 0.02 0.84
SVR-L 6.9 3.3 0.004 0.83
LASSO@0.25 7.6 4.9 0.08 0.81
Baseline (mean) 8.1 5.8 0.0 0.81
Table 2: Age Prediction performance measurement using MAE, MedAE, R2-score and
Accuracy@10 in the absence of interactional feature scaling. SVR-RBF: Support Vector
Regression using Radial Basis Function Kernel, SVR-L: Support Vector Regression using
Linear Kernel, Baseline: Predicting mean value. Test Set of 7630 Users, Trainset: 15490.
This is same for table7.2
7.2 Analysis with Interaction Feature Scaling
Though we performed feature scaling in all our experiments, in this section we present the
results of using an interaction feature between each of the DBpedia features and the user’s
popular friends counts. We replace the raw value (count) of each DBpedia feature with that
value divided by the number of popular friends the user follows. The intuition behind this
is that the relative proportions of each type of friend a user follows should yield a higher
correlation with their age than would the raw counts of each. So, we ”scale” these features
on a per-observation basis, thereby normalizing each to be a percentage of the user’s total
popular friends.
Model
Evaluation
MAE MedAE R2 Acc.@10
SVR-RBF 6.8 3.2 0.03 0.84
LASSO@1 7.9 5.2 0.05 0.80
LASSO@0.5 7.7 4.9 0.09 0.80
LASSO@0.25 7.6 4.8 0.10 0.79
LASSO@0.125 7.5 4.7 0.11 0.79
Baseline (mean) 8.1 5.8 0.0 0.81
Table 3: Age Prediction performance measurement using MAE, MedAE, R2-score and
Accuracy@10 in the presence of interactional feature scaling. SVR-RBF: Support Vector
Regression using Radial Basis Function Kernel, LASSO@λ model with regularization; λ 
{1,0.5,0.25,0.125}
Though our models provided low value for coefficient of determination (R2-score, intu-
itive due to noise in the Twitter dataset) we are able to show that the model is able to
predict exact age of 2% of the new users and provide 83% approximate prediction of age
for new users. Now, we assess the efficacy of our best model - SVM-RBF over the entire
population. Figure 3, provide the preciseness in the prediction of age when we move from
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fine grained to coarse grained window of error in age. For instance; an age range of ±4 is
fine grained and an age range of ±20 is coarse grained. We observed that the model does
better as the width the age range (error bound) increases. Keeping a threshold of 10, we
observed that model is able to provide a correct prediction for 83% of the users (in the
test set) which is 6333 users out of 7630. In the figure3, there is flattening of the curve
Figure 3: Fine-grained error bound to coarse grained error bound. An age-range based
precision analysis of Support Vector Regressor with Radial Basis Kernel
when we move from fine error bound to coarse error bound, which we visualized using the
residual plots. From the figure 4, we observe that our model is predicting the age of a
user less than his/her true age majority of the time. Resulting are residual plot to be left
skewed. However, high density around zero marks the fairly good performance of the model
on the dataset with statistical and knowledge-based features. The plot of predicted versus
expected user age testify the density around zero in the residual plot. Presence of skewness
and sparsity has driven the model more close to the baseline prediction but still providing
better performance on the Accuracy@10 measure (see table 4). As a part of future work,
we plan to collapse some DBpedia categories to more abstract categories and subsequently
evaluate the relevance of skewed age population. Moreover, we plan to remove some of
the DBpedia categories that are rarely followed by non-popular twitter users (i.e. sparse
features). Based on our series of experiments, we define our future road map in subsequent
section.
8 Conclusion and Future Work
Based on the investigation with and without interactional feature pre-scaling, it is conclusive
that SVR-RBF remain indifferent whereas LASSO and linear kernel SVR showed a high
rate of variations in Accuracy@10. Moreover, we observed a consistency in performance
(MAE, Accuracy@10) over younger, adolescent and older age groups. Moreover, our low
12
Figure 4: Near left skewed Residual plot of 7630 test users. Majority of error is centered
around zero.
Figure 5: Predicted versus Expected age plot to analyze the goodness of prediction of
SVR-RBF for younger, adolescent and old age twitter users.
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Error-Bound Accuracy
0 0.000000
1 0.176046
2 0.338094
3 0.472002
4 0.578196
5 0.655967
6 0.718891
7 0.766827
8 0.796239
9 0.819005
10 0.836821
Table 4: Accuracy@Error-Bound results of SVR-RBF. Error-Bound is the age-range. For
instance, Error-bound of 2 means that regressor can predict the age with an error of ±2.
Accuracy@Error-Bound turns to Accuracy@10 in our explanation.
R2-score value showes high sparsity in the data. Hence we seek to collapse some of the
DBpedia categories which are not representative of the large population. We intend to
perform a task of classification by segregating the user at the median age of the data. We
seek to perform regression for age prediction over users having age greater than median
and grouped by age (e.g if median is 25, then proposed groups are 25+, 35+ and 45+).
Furthermore, we propose the use of content based features together with statistical and
DBpedia features to meliorate the age prediction task. We foresee using rank correlation
over the dataset as a way to impose more strict feature selection to overcome sparsity
problem.
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